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We’re rolling out 4G LTE across our network footprint, with availability in 26 
markets. 4G LTE offers customers mobile broadband speeds comparable to 
many home Internet connections — but it won't be ubiquitous for quite some 
time. That's why we've also added a complementary technology — HSPA+ — that, 
when combined with fiber backhaul, provides 4G speeds that are up to four 
times faster than our already fast mobile broadband speeds. As our 4G LTE 
footprint continues to grow, customers with compatible devices outside of 4G 
LTE areas will still have access to consistently fast mobile broadband speeds 
through HSPA+. That's something our competitors can't match.

AT&T's 4G Evolution  

AT&T has made five speed upgrades in recent years to provide our customers with 

consistently fast speeds before, during, and after LTE deployment. Other carriers 
can’t say the same.

Award-winning mobile broadband 
deployment strategy*

*AT&T's strategy to deploy HSPA+ and LTE technologies awarded Frost and Sullivan's 2011 North 
American Product Line Strategy Award in the Mobile Network Market
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AT&T Largest Competitor
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Virtually 100 percent of AT&T’s 
mobile broadband network is 
covered by HSPA+, which, when 
combined with enhanced 
backhaul, enables 4G speeds

percent of mobile data traffic runs 
over enhanced fiber backhaul

AT&T 4G LTE now available in 26 
markets

million Americans currently have 
access to AT&T 4G LTE

4G devices added to AT&T’s 
already robust device portfolio in 
2011, with some of those devices 
being 4G LTE compatible
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4G LTE Markets:
Athens (GA)
Atlanta
Austin
Baltimore
Boston
Chapel Hill (NC)
Charlotte
Chicago
Dallas-Fort Worth

Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Las Vegas
New York City
Oklahoma City
Oakland (CA)
Orlando

Phoenix
Raleigh
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose (CA)
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Washington, D.C.

Gizmodo
“The Results Are In: AT&T’s LTE is Fast as 
Blazing Hell”

PC Magazine
“Watch out, Verizon. There's a new fastest 
network in town: AT&T's LTE. … Just as 
exciting as the sheer download speeds 
were the connection quality results.”

Houston Chronicle
“AT&T’s first LTE smartphones are almost 
too fast. Almost. … Sometimes, the 
results…were almost beyond belief.”


